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By Janis Hallowell

Harper Perennial. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback.
336 pages. Dimensions: 7.8in. x 5.1in. x 0.9in.A remarkable debut
novel that dares us to imagine mystery in our lives, in our
timebook that sends us away refreshed, with the potential to see
the sacramental in the everyday Boston Globe Told from the
viewpoints of four unforgettable characters, The Annunciation
of Francesca Dunn is the story of an ordinary girl who is believed
to be a modernday Holy Virgin. At the heart of the story is
Francesca: a shy and moody teenager hungry for her absent
fathers love, she is frightened and intoxicated by her sudden
elevation to the rank of divine. Chester is a visionary homeless
man who first discovers Francesca and makes himself her
protector. Anne is Francescas nononsense mother, whose
religion is Darwin and biology. Sid is Francescas troubled friend,
who keeps a few secrets of her own. Tender and tragic, their
intersecting stories probe the need to believe, and the
relationship between divinity and madness. Beautifully crafted,
here is a compelling first novel that heralds the arrival of a
powerful new talent. This item ships from multiple locations.
Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is very gripping and intriguing. It is among the most awesome book we have go through. You can
expect to like how the author compose this book.
-- Dr . Ma lika  B echtela r  II--  Dr . Ma lika  B echtela r  II

This ebook might be worthy of a read, and superior to other. It usually does not charge an excessive amount of. Once
you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ar ch Upton-- Ar ch Upton
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